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JHWMAMMOTHTB
Mammoth Master Set with Tool
Boxes

PRODUCT DETAILS

• IIncludes Tools and Tool Storage
• It’s better to have it and not need it than need it
and not have it - and with this tool set, you’re
almost certain to have what you need. This set
contains the tools to handle almost any job your
shop is likely to see, in both fractional and metric
sizes. It includes a comprehensive assortment of
sockets, ratchets, and accessories in 1/4", 3/8",
1/2", and 3/4" drive, for both hand and impact use.
A full complement of wrenches in a number of
styles helps you tackle increasingly complex
maintenance tasks. A comprehensive assortment
of screwdrivers, pliers, hammers, punches and
chisels, is there when you need them, and
specialty items such as gear pullers, saws,
scrapers, and other tools for industrial
maintenance mechanics and tradesmen round out
this truly Mammoth tool set

• You’ll want to keep your tools safe and secure,
and our industry-leading Mammoth Tool Set
includes the storage cabinets necessary to do
that. Two top-chest / roll-cabinet combinations are
included, as well as a side cabinet and rolling
three-drawer tool cart. A total of 35 drawers and
over 75,000 cubic inches of storage capacity will
help you organize your tools effectively. And the
mobile tool cart helps bring your tools to the job,
where you need them
• Whatever the industry, this set will help you keep
your equipment and assets working, helping you
compete more effectively. Get your work done
faster, easier, and safer with the Mammoth Tool
Set from Williams. All other tool sets are simply
ordinary

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

Product

JHWMAMMOTHTB 123 in 44 in 54 in 2361.21 lb
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SET CONTENT

40" Wide x 20" Deep 7-Drawer Roll
Cabinet, Professional Series, Red
JHWW40RC7

40" Wide x 20" Deep 4-Drawer Top
Chest, Professional Series, Red
JHWW40TC4

Mammoth Set Tools Only - 1390
Pieces
JHWMAMMOTH

55" Wide x 24" Deep 11-Drawer
Roll Cabinet, Professional Series,
Red
JHWW55RC11

55" Wide x 24" Deep 10-Drawer
Tool Chest, Professional Series,
Red
JHWW55TC10
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